
We are an Indigenous owned and operated small business.  We are trying to build our business as 
a vehicle for financial self-sufficiency for our children.
 
Our core business is the provision of Aboriginal community housing, we manage properties on 
behalf of the NSW Aboriginal Housing Office.
 
There are many things that we wanted to use the Aboriginal flag on that is connected to our 
business including our logo, our letters, flyers, brochures, t-shirts and promotional material.
 
The flagâ€™s significance to us cannot be understated.  The flag is a symbol of hope and unity, 
of defiance and protest, of belonging and sharing and inclusion.  It is important to us, it is 
important to our tenants. And as a commercial enterprise we are unable to use it for fear of legal 
repercussions that we cannot afford as a small business.
 
The Australian flag is not one that we, or most of our tenants, can relate to.  The Union Jack 
represents everything bad that has happened to us for the last 232 years. We cannot use the 
Australian flag â€“ we want to be able to use our flag in the same way that other Australian small 
business owners can use theirs.
 
It isnâ€™t just an issue of an additional cost involved in using the flag.  We simply would never 
give Ben Wooster money for using our flag.
 
Ben Wooster is the enemy of Aboriginal artists and the Aboriginal communities he deprived of 
economic opportunities when he took his production of â€œAuthenticâ€� Aboriginal Art off 
shore to Indonesia.  I note that he has suffered zero consequence for this and has avoided the 
$2.3 M dollar fine all together while Aboriginal women go to jail for not paying for a Coke.  We 
could never do business with WAM Clothing.  By extension, Harold Thomas has empowered 
this leach to do what he has been doing â€“ so we could never, in good conscience do business 
with a man who betrayed us for profit.
 
We want the Select Committee to find a way to allow Aboriginal people to use OUR flag (it is 
OUR flag and NOT Harold Thomasâ€™s flag) in the same way that Torres Strait Islander people 
can use theirs, or other Australians can use the blue ensign.  This is very clearly a matter of 
discrimination in that we do not have equal access to our flag that other Australians do to theirs.  
Please fix this for us.
 Kind Regards,
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